closer to the microphone array (the near-field case), the required formulate the problem and introduce a model for the sound field.
o thesizcordingsthefsoundrfieldoataarbitr greater. Recently, Gallo et al. [3] developed an efficient scheme locations and times from the recordings of an array of audio senfor sound-field synthesis by decomposing recording signals into sors. Given prior estimates of the locations and frequencies of the time-frequency atoms and estimating the position in space from sound sources, such as those obtained using adaptive source localwhich these atoms were emitted.
ization, we characterize the spatio-temporal support of the sound The goal of this work is to reduce the spatial sampling requirefield spectrum. This characterization allows the spatial sampling ments using prior knowledge about the sound sources. Specifrequirements to be reduced in comparison to when no prior estiically, we assume prior estimates of the source positions (i.e., mates of the sources are utilized. We derive an adaptive interpolathe sources are located within a particular region of space with tion kernel based on the estimated spectral support, to reconstructru known dislacement and angular orientation with respect to the the sound-field function using measurements from sensors on a s sensor array), and the range of temporal frequencies produced by coarse spatial-sampling grid. Simulation results demonstrate the the sources, are available. Such prior knowledge can be obtained in gain achieved in reduced sampling requirements by using the propractice using adaptive source localization techniques. Using this posed adaptive interpolation approach.
information, we characterize the corresponding spatio-temporal spectrum, where the spectral support is greatly reduced in com-1. INTRODUCTION parison to when no knowledge of the sources is utilized. From the spectral characterization, we derive an adaptive interpolation kerCurrent audiovisual recording systems offer a limited sensory ex- nel that allows the continuous sound field to be reconstructed from perience. The advent of compact low-cost sensors and unprecea lower density of sensors. As the relative positions of the sources dented computing power has motivated the concept of immersive change, the interpolation kernel adapts so that the alias-free sound recording systems enabling dynamic playback. Such systems alfield can be reconstructed using a fixed low density sensor grid.
low the audio and visual field to be reconstructed at arbitrary posiOur method is thus can serve as a bridge and combine the two options in space based on recordings from an array of sensors. Thus, posite approaches in sound-field synthesis: the one solely bases on the users are able to see and hear events at the positions and perinterpolation and the other relies on exact source localization. spectives of their choices, navigating through a virtual world by The organization of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we means of a joystick or motion sensors.
formulate the problem and introduce a model for the sound field.
In this paper we study the reconstruction of the continuous Section 3 presents an analysis of the sound field spectrum in the sound-field function, which is defined as the sound signal at any case where we focus on one-dimensional sensor arrays and the position and time, using samples of the sound field taken at an arsources being contained within a particular region in space. We ray of microphones. quirements, we made no prior assumptions about the locations or frequencies of the sound sources. As such, the analysis in the previous work provides a worst-case estimate of the sampling require-2. PROBLEM SETUP ments when no prior information is available.
The sensor spacing requirements based on Nyquist sampling In the sound field of which we do not have knowledge, like the using previous analyses [1, 2] are prohibitively small; micronumber of sources and the sources' location, we use an array of phone spacings about 5 cm are required for alias-free reconstrucmicrophones to record sound signal. From the recorded data, we tion of the sound field in practical scenarios. As the sources are want to reconstruct the sound field at arbitrary positions and times. In this paper we consider linear array with identical spacing. We This work was supported by NSF grants CCF-03 12432 and CCFalso assume afree field recording environment, where the response 0430877.
of obstructing elements such as walls are ignored. This assump-tion is relevant in practice when considering the sound-field in a the uncertainty c, as well as the distance R and angle 0 from the stadium or open field. A linear medium is also assumed, where center of the sensor array to the center of the uncertainty ball. In the sound field at each point in space is the superposition of the addition, we know the minimum and maximum temporal frequendelayed and attenuated source signals.
cies, ftmin and ft"70, respectively. Given these parameters, and a
We focus on the case of a one-dimensional array as shown in fixed low-density sensor array, the goal is to design the interpola- Figure 1 where the sound field is recorded along the x-axis (i.e. tion kernel to recover the alias-free continuous sound field. (1) and (2) The general sound-synthesis problem can be formulated has the essential support in interval If . < a + y ) (the ratio of as follows. Given recording of the sound field r [in,n] = the cutoff value to the maximal value is aboutl10percent). Using r(mTx, nTt), (in, n C 2), where Tx is the spatial sampling inthis, from (4) we see that the spectral support of r(I , t) is confined terval (in x dimension) and Th is the temporal sampling interval on the following region (in t dimension), we wish to reconstruct the continuous soundfield r(x, t) over the aperture x! ' a/2. The restriction of finite LFr IIfT(fZ~f + ftc71 sin 0 <2.5+!' . (6) aperture xz < a/2 in (2)1iS applicable in practice as we normally T tJ 'x -a yjJ)
interpolate the sound field using only nearby microphones; e.g. in clusters.
Note that the related result for the far-field setting in [2] can
The objective of this work is to use prior estimates of the sound be seen as a special case of (6) with ysp= o f and a = oo. source positions, and their range of temporal frequencies, to deIf we have no prior knowledge of the source locations, then crease the spatial sampling requirements. We assume that we know we have to consider all possible values of yu and 0% for the union the source positions with some degree of uncertainty as shown in in (6), and in general this leads to a "bow-tie" frequency region Figure 1 . This can be formalized by considering a ball of radius N as shown in [1, 2] . When when some estimate of the locations where all of the sources are located. Here, we have knowledge of and frequencies of the sources is available then (6) can be used to obtain a smaller spectral support of r(x, t) and thus reduce the where Tx is the distance between two successive microphones, and spatial sampling requirement. X(m) is the position of the microphone m in the x-axis. The accuIn particular, we consider a case where all sources are located racy of the interpolation in (8) depends on the compactness is the within a ball of radius c, as shown in Figure 1 . Here the ball is spatial bandwidth (i.e. along the fx dimension) of r(x, t).
located at a distance R from the origin and oriented at angle 0 We propose an efficient and effective interpolation method with respect to the y-axis. It follows that angles of the sources 0i
bases on the idea of shearing. From the previous section we know are in the range [0 --y, 0 + -y], where sin -y = e/R. Consequently, that the spectrum support of r(x, t) is in a sheared bow-tie region the spatial frequency support along fx dimension of r(x, t) for a that is concentrated along the line fx + ftc-1 sin 0 (see Figure 2) . The spectral support region for ft < 0 is symmetric across the origin. This transform is illustrated in Figure 3 . As an example, we consider a scenario with human speech sources with a range of temporal frequencies up to 4 kHz in a ball region withe = 2 m, R = 10 m, 0 = 7/6, and the array length a = 2 m. The actual sound field spectrum shown in Figure 2 max matches with theoretical estimate from (7) In practice, the sound field is also sampled on the temporeconstruct the signal at an arbitrary position x(a) and time to, ral dimension t. The required temporal locations to -((X(m) -then a "normal" interpolation would use the actual recordings at _(a)) sin 0)/c generally do not fall into discrete locations nT-. In that time of the nearby microphone as that case we simply need to apply a fractional delay filter 
